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1: Ching He Huang | TV Chef, Author & Chinese Cuisine Expert
The Hong Kong and China Gas Company Limited (Chinese: é¦™æ¸¯ä¸è•¯ç…¤æ°£æœ‰é™•å…¬å•¸), commonly
known as Towngas, is the sole provider of towngas (from naphtha) in Hong Kong. Founded in , it is one of the oldest
listed companies in the territory.

Kei Lum Chan is the son of Mr. Mong Yan Chan, a Chinese journalist and critic, who authored Food Classics,
a series that has had a huge influence on Chinese culinary culture. I will treasure it in my collection and it will
be no doubt be used as valuable reference for many years to come. Beautifully designed and sumptuously
photographed, it includes hundreds of regional recipes, as well as sections on techniques, history and
equipment. This is a book dedicated to practicality Up her home-cooking game, and let your stomach reap the
rewards. As well as being a definitive reference book, China: The Cookbook is intended as a manual for the
home cook. Suitable for novices as well experts. The design - clean-, spare - makes the content approachable
This is by far the most ambitious in the series What they have created is a book that offers a window into a
cuisine and culture older than most, yet still relatively unexplored by outsiders Over 30 regions and
sub-regions are represented in this volume, showcasing a diversity that is not often obvious to Western eyes
and taste buds There is something for everyone, and an abundance of fascinating facts, too. Covering more
than 30 Chinese regions and featuring more than authentic, traditional recipes, it takes readers through many
popular Chinese staples, along with rarely recorded regional specialties. The Cookbook has "one-stop
reference" stamped all over it. A vast collection of recipes from every region. The recipes are clear to follow
and the pictures are mouthwatering. A stunning cookery book The recipes themselves are refreshingly
accessible This is incredibly good value for money! The menu is as diverse as the population, ranging from
familiar staples to lesser-known recipes. We loved the introduction to authentic recipes perfect for both home
cooks and chefs alike. The book is beautifully designed and features specifically commissioned photography
to visually celebrate the culture and vibrancy of China. Club "Definitive" â€”Crumbs "This is an instant
classic, a comprehensive Chinese cookbook that explores the eight regional cuisines and gives a great
overview of the many flavors of China. It also doubles up nicely as a smart coffee-table book. Designed to
offer a foothold for the novice Chinese cook. The Cookboo is an excellent compendium for any home cook
looking to explore the nuances of Chinese food. Chinese cuisine is rich in culture and steeped in history. These
recipes give a taste of many corners of China that few outsiders have a chance to experience. A must-have
guide for the shelves of Chinese cuisine lovers. If you love Chinese food and want to immerse yourself in it,
this is the book for you. A comprehensive reference work - sumptuously produced. But that might be about to
change, thanks to a new opus of Chinese cooking This vast tome of more than recipes is a shortcut to authentic
Chinese cooking. A luxurious addition to your cookery book shelf. One of the most complete guides on the
subject ever published. An authoritative, not to mention exhaustive, almanac of the history tradition and
recipes The new Chinese cookery bible.
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2: hong kong china gas chinese cookbook | Download eBook pdf, epub, tuebl, mobi
I purchased this book when in Hong Kong in It is a good resource to start with, but I do not use msg as suggested in
some recipes. I purchased it this time to give as a gift to a friend who wants to learn Chinese cooking.

From roadside stalls to world-class restaurants, Hong Kong offers a wide variety of choices when it comes to
food. Here are 14 popular local foods to try. Sweet and Sour Pork Sweet and Sour Pork Sweet and sour pork is
probably the most famous Hong Kong food, which has made its way into Chinese take away menus around
the world. We have a page on How to Cook Sweet and Sour Pork , and even a video, so rather than describe
the well-known pork ribs or tenderloin in the delicious orange sauce, click to see and read how its made in
detail. Several shapes are common, depending on the region and cooking methods. The most famous are called
Sichuan-style wontons, a celebrated snack in Chengdu. They are famous for their thin skin and rich meat
filling as well as their soup, made of chicken, duck, and pork simmered for a long time. The taste texture is
very smooth and quite oily. A more Hong Kong style version would be cooked without peppers, and instead
pieces of salted fish. It is a whole goose roasted with secret ingredients, cut into small pieces, each piece with
skin, meat and soft bone, and eaten with plum sauce. For making authentic Guangdong-style Roast Goose you
need a special goose variety from that region. These geese can be raised in a short time and have a lot of meat
and small bones. Eating it has become a tourist attraction in itself in the New Territories. Yung Kee, situated
in Central, with a history of over several decades, is famous for Roast Goose. Yue Kee, with over 40 years
history, is the most notable restaurant in Hong Kong serving this delicacy. Consul General in Hong Kong was
a regular customer. What makes it so unique is that garlic pieces are added and it looks like wind-blown sand.
The chicken is roasted and crispy on the outside and very smooth and tender inside. The smell of the garlic
pieces is exactly to the right degree. Dragon refers to the shrimps, and phoenix refers to the chicken. The name
is related to Chinese royalty: Firstly, shrimp and chicken meat are chopped finely and kneaded into balls, then
they are deep fried with bread crumbs. The balls are crispy and tender. Salad sauce is often used to provide a
sweet and sour taste. The other reason probably is in Chinese pronunciation, phoenix feng sounds more
beautiful to Chinese than chicken ji. Though foreigners might feel a bit apprehensive when hearing its name,
Chinese people, especially the older generation, are fond of phoenix talons. The fried chicken feet are placed
on a small plate, and placed into a bamboo steamer. After frying and steaming, chicken feet become very soft
and you can easily chew the bones. Phoenix talons can be served individually as well as with pork ribs and
rice. Consuming phoenix talons is good for skin and bone, because they contain much collagen and calcium.
Women who are looking for better skin should eat more. It remains a top priority of order, though expensive.
Usually there are three to four shrimp dumplings in one bamboo steamer. Each shrimp dumpling has one to
two small shrimps and a little pork wrapped in a thin translucent wrapper. When it is served, the wrapper is
crystal-like and shining, attracting people to put it into their mouths. One bite is enough to swallow one
dumpling. The shrimp is refreshing and best if it has a little juice inside so that it is not too dry. Fish Balls Fish
balls Fish balls are a typical Hong Kong snack, made of fish meat and can be divided into two varieties. One is
the well-known cooked food sold by street venders. Its history can be tracked back to the s. This type of fish
balls are made of fried fish meat. Food stalls often sell them with spicy or sweet sauces. The other kind is sold
uncooked and usually served as an important ingredient of hot pot, or cooked with noodles in hot soup. The
price is higher and taste different from the first type. These are available in traditional markets and super
markets. According to a statistic in , the daily average consumption of fish balls in Hong Kong is 55 metric
tons about 3. Fake Shark Fin Soup In the past, a lot of hawkers used shark meat leftovers from restaurants as
principle material of this snack. Mushrooms, black fungus, pork, and some other ingredients are added as the
soup boils. Several seasonings are provided to accompany the meat, typically pepper, Zhejiang vinegar and
sesame oil. Fake shark fin soup was widespread at Mosque Street in the s. They are instant noodles with a
variety of other ingredients such as hogskin, fish balls, sirloin, and carrots, with soup and sauces. Due to the
variety of ingredients, they come in many flavors and the price range is wide. In the past, vendors always sold
this food in street corners from wooden carts, which is where Rickshaw Noodles obtained its name. Even
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today, Rickshaw Noodles is still very popular in Hong Kong, even though selling in street corners has become
a thing of the past and modern shops have taken over. Eggplant with Minced Pork Eggplant with minced pork
Eggplant with minced pork is a Sichuan dish, but is widely served in Hong Kong restaurants. The eggplant is
cut into slices and fried with cucumbers. Then minced pork is added and fried with broadbean paste and
seasonings, such as red peppers, ginger, garlic, sugar, salt, and soy sauce. The special feature is that everything
is boiled in a clay pot for a while, making the strong flavor of the minced pork come out. Its main ingredients
are Sago similar to tapioca and a variety of seasonal fruits. The sweet and sour taste of fruits, combined with
milky fragrance and chewiness of sago, makes Sago Mix a top choice in the summer. Many places sell Sago
Mix, but Xuliushan a sweet shop , with a history over 40 years, is the best of all. Hong Kong-style milk tea
consists of Ceylon black tea, evaporated milk and sugar, the tea at the bottom and evaporated milk on top.
Hong Kongers like to say that in a cup of superior milk tea the taste of milk should be stronger than the tea.
Different ingredients and cooking methods produce various flavors. Nowadays, Hong Kong-style milk tea has
become a symbol of Hong Kong culture. In Hong Kong films actors frequently mention it in dialogues.
Pineapple Bread Pineapple Bread Pineapple Bread is a sweet bread originating in Hong Kong, very popular,
and found in nearly every bakery. What Else Do Hongkongers Eat? Many enjoy a traditional breakfast that
includes congee rice porridge and yau cha kwai oil fried bread sticks. However, Western breakfasts that
include bread, sausage, pancakes, and eggs are becoming more popular. For mid-day and evening meals, most
people serve Chinese food with rice in their homes. Some of the most common ingredients used in Cantonese
cuisines include shiitake mushrooms, Chinese cabbage, salted duck eggs, kai-lan, red beans, dried shrimp,
hoisin sauce, dried scallops, jujube, and lotus seeds. Many of the restaurants in Hong Kong have been
influenced by both Eastern and Western cultures. In just this one city, food enthusiasts can indulge in all kinds
of authentic cuisines from Japan, Korea, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam, India, Europe, and
America. With such a wide variety of food, Hong Kong has truly become a gourmet eating paradise. Our
expert travel advisors can help arrange your itinerary to make sure you catch all the best eateries while you
explore the city. The following will give you the chance to see some of Hong Kongs highlights and taste soem
HK food.
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3: 7 Most Popular Chinese Cooking Methods You Should Know
Hong Kong and China Gas Chinese Cookbook. The Hong Kong and China Gas Company. This book, first published in ,
was ahead of its time in introducing English speakers to the great variety of.

Chinese food has a distinctive culinary style all of its own. The emphasis is on fresh, seasonal ingredients,
prepared with a minimum amount of fuss and beautifully balanced as far as color, texture, and presentation are
concerned. There are several cooking methods. All seek to preserve the flavor and nutrients. Each of the
techniques is briefly described below. Stir-Frying Black pepper beef fillet is a typical stir-frying dish.
Stir-frying is the classic Chinese cooking method. Stir-frying is quick and easy, tasty and flavorful. Cooking
Utensils Used The cooking utensils are a wok and wok spatula. Stir-frying is typically done on a gas stove,
although an electric stove can be used if preheated to a high heat. Ingredients That Can be Cooked in This
Way Stir-frying typically uses a combination of meat or seafood, vegetables, and tofu. All ingredients are
thinly sliced or cubed. The meat or seafood is marinated using soy sauce, salt, and other seasonings. Steps for
Stir-Frying 1. All ingredients should be ready prior to heating up the wok. The food to be cooked should be
finely sliced or shredded into similar sized pieces using a very sharp knife or Chinese cleaver. When the wok
is hot, a small amount of oil is added. The meat or seafood is quickly stirred and turned until semi-cooked. It is
then removed from the wok and set to one side. More oil is added to the wok, if necessary. The meat or
seafood is added back midway through cooking, the seasonings are adjusted if necessary, and the dish is
stirred until done. It should be served immediately. Deep-frying stinky tofu in high-boiling-point oil 2.
Deep-Frying Deep-frying is used to produce crisp-textured food. It is usually used to fry a variety of meats and
vegetables in oil heated to a high temperature. Cooking Utensils Used Deep-frying is done with a deep
saucepan or a deep fryer, a Chinese scoop strainer used to contain foods in a deep fryer and to strain foods
when removed from the oil , and long chopsticks. Steaming Steaming food by using bamboo steamers
Steaming is a method of cooking using steam. It is considered to be the healthiest cooking technique.
Steaming can make dishes taste more fresh and delicious. It can retain various nutrients in the food and reduce
nutrient loss to a large extent. Therefore, it is widely used for cooking a variety of ingredients. Cooking
Utensils Used Chinese people steam food by using bamboo steamers, which can be stacked one on top of the
other, allowing several kinds of foods to be cooked at once, thus saving time and fuel. Dishes requiring the
most cooking time are placed on the bottom layer near the boiling water, while those requiring less are placed
on the top layer. The water should be kept at a slow boil until the food is done. Famous Steamed Dishes The
most famous examples of steaming are dim sum, dumplings, buns, and steamed fish. Red Stewing or
Red-Cooking Red-cooked pork Red stewing is a unique Chinese cooking technique, used primarily for
cooking a tougher cut of meat or poultry. Preparation The food is cooked very slowly over a low flame. Meat
is usually browned first, then large quantities of soy sauce, sugar, wine or sherry, ginger, five-spice powder,
chili powder, cilantro, and other seasonings are added, together with water or broth. It may take up to several
hours before the meat is done to the desired tenderness. The finished product can be served hot or cold.
Famous Red-Cooked Dishes The most famous examples of red-cooking are red-cooked spare ribs and
red-cooked fish. Cooking Utensils Used For red-cooking you need a stew pot, or a slow cooker. Boiling
Chinese hot pot is a typical boiling dish. Boiling is considered to be the simplest among all the Chinese
cooking techniques. This method of cooking is quicker than other techniques and it preserves the color,
texture, shape, and nutrients of the food. Ingredients are washed and cut first, then plunged into boiling water
or broth. When they are fully cooked, they are drained immediately, and then they are served with seasonings,
or finished using other cooking techniques. Boiling is mainly used for cooking small-sized and soft
ingredients. For example, vegetables and vegetable soup can be cooked this way. Famous Boiled Dishes Two
good examples of boiled food are Chinese broccoli with oyster sauce, and tomato and egg soup. Cooking
Utensils Used The cooking utensils used for boiling are a wok, long chopsticks, and a Chinese scoop strainer.
Usually, meat is prepared cleaned, seasoned, and basted with cooking oil then hung above a fire or placed in a
very hot oven. The meat must be seared so that the skin tastes crispy. When the meat has been roasted, it is
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then chopped, arranged artfully on a platter, and served with a sauce made from the meat drippings. One of the
most famous roasted dishes is Peking duck. Braising Braised chicken Braising involves adding ingredients,
spices, seasonings, and a small amount of water or broth to a wok or a saucepan, boiling everything together
initially at a high temperature, and then simmering it at a lower temperature for a long time usually one hour
or more. The ingredients are usually cut into large-sized cubes or diamonds. Using this technique, all of the
food is cooked thoroughly. Famous Braised Dishes The most famous braised dishes in China include braised
chicken with mushrooms and braised beef with potatoes. Cooking Utensils Used If you want to cook food by
braising it, you need a wok, saucepan, or stew pot. See our most popular food tours, which offer cooking
classes as well as must-see attractions:
4: - Hong Kong and China Gas Chinese Cookbook by Perkins
hong kong china gas chinese cookbook Download hong kong china gas chinese cookbook or read online books in PDF,
EPUB, Tuebl, and Mobi Format. Click Download or Read Online button to get hong kong china gas chinese cookbook
book now.

5: Hong Kong and China Gas Chinese Cookbook | South China Morning Post
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

6: Towngas - é¦™æ¸¯ä¸è•¯ç…¤æ°£æœ‰é™•å…¬å•¸
Hong Kong & China Gas Chinese cookbook by, , Published for the Hong Kong & China Gas Co., Ltd. by Pat Printer
Associates edition, in English.

7: 14 Famous Hong Kong Food: Dishes and Snacks You Should Try
Hong Kong and China Gas Cookery cookbook is a classic collectible with English and Chinese language of all recipes.
This vintage cookbook is the Centenary Edition. Recipes come from around the world, China, Korea, Spain.

8: Supply of Chinese Gas Ranges, Chinese Cooking Ranges | China Twothousand
Founded in , The Hong Kong and China Gas Company Limited (Towngas) was Hong Kong's first public utility. Today,
we are one of the largest energy suppliers in Hong Kong, providing one-stop gas supply services to residential and
business customers.

9: China: The Cookbook | Food & Cookery | Phaidon Store
Operated by the Hong Kong & China Gas Company, you'll enjoy excellent facilities with modern utensils and work
stations. Choose between introductory Cantonese cuisine cooking or Chinese pastry making classes.
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